GVC3220 Firmware Release Notes
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FIRMWARE VERSION 1.0.1.27

PRODUCT NAME
GVC3220

DATE
07/09/2021

FIRMWARE FILE INFORMATION
- GVC3220 firmware file name: gvc3220fw.bin
  MD5: e419806ec8267a209d3d0d8b6a5edcfa

CHANGES SINCE FIRMWARE VERSION 1.0.1.24

ENHANCEMENT
- Added camera PTZ/zoom functionalities in 3rd party apps such as Microsoft Teams and Zoom.
- Improved device performance of 3rd party meetings such as system stability and echo issues.
FIRMWARE VERSION 1.0.1.24

PRODUCT NAME
GVC3220

DATE
04/08/2021

FIRMWARE FILE INFORMATION
- GVC3220 firmware file name: gvc3220fw.bin

 MD5: c3407fe5c88f840567186a4067130214

This is the initial version for GVC3220.